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jugular pores; above the latter (on the frontal face) two large mental pores. Two pectoral feet

large, half as long as the shell, at the base fenestrateci, vertical, and parallel. Two sagittal feet
much smaller, nearly horizontal, pyramidal. (the caudal larger than the sternal foot). Two

longitudinal pectoral ribs arise on the frontal face.
Dimensions.-Shell 02l long, 0l4 broad; lateral feet O'l, sagittal feet 002.

Habitat.-South Atlantic, Station 332, depth 2200 fathoms.

2. Tessarospy'ris nucforms, n. sp.

Shell nut-shaped, papillate, with deep sagittal stricture. Pores irregular roundish, on both sides
of the ring three to six times as large as on the lateral sides. Basal plate with four large pores. Two

pectoral feet cylindrical curved, twice as long as the shell and as the two sagittal feet; the caudal
.is much stronger than the sternal foot.

Dimensions.-Shell 006 long, O09 broad; lateral feet 01, sagittal feet 005 long.
Habitat.-Tropical Atlantic, Station 347, depth 2250 fathoms.

3. Tessarospyris seminulurn, Haeckel.

Fetalopyris 8eminulurn, Stöhr, 1880, Paheontogr., voL xxvi. pL id. fig. 12.

Shell subspherical, smooth, with slight sagittal stricture and small circular pores; some larger
pores on both sides of the ring. Basal plate with two large (lateral) pores only. Four feet nearly
equal, short, conical, divergent, scarcely one-fourth as long as the shelL

Dimensions.-Shell 006 long, 008 broad; feet 00l6 long.
Habitat.-Fossil in Tertiary rocks of Sicily (Grotte), Stöhr.

Subfamily 4. HEXASPYnIDA, Haeckel.

Definieion.-Zyg o s p y r i d a hexapoda, with six descending basal feet; three of
these are primary (one odd caudal and two paired pectoral feet), the other three are

secondary, opposed diametrically to the former and alternating with them (one odd
sternal and two paired tergal feet).

Genus 453. Hexaspyris,1 n. gen.

Dejinition.-Z y go spy rida with six basal feet and one apical horn.

The genus Hexaspyris and the two following closely allied genera represent
together the peculiar subfamily of Hexaspyrida, and differ from the other Zygospyrida
in the possession of six descending basal feet; three of these are the three original,
perradial, or primary basal feet of Cortina, Cortiniscus, Plagoniscus, PlectaniscuS,

Tripo8pyrs, &c.; the other three, usually opposed to the former diametrically, are
' HezaspyrisarBasket with six feet; &Z, cue/j.
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